DUE TO ONGOING PANDEMIC COVID-19 OUTBREAKS, ALL PROGRAMME RELATED TRAINING PROGRAMMES OF NATIONAL ACADEMY OF BROADCASTING AND MULTIMEDIA, DELHI, SCHEDULED DURING THE PERIOD UPTO 15TH MAY, 2020 HAS BEEN POSTPONED TILL FURTHER ORDER (.). NEXT DATE SHALL BE INTIMATED IN DUE COURSE OF TIME (.). A COPY OF THIS RN MESSAGE IS ALSO AVAILABLE ON PrasarNet UNDER SATELLITE MESSAGE (.). FOR ANY QUERY, CONCERNED OFFICERS MAY CONTACT THROUGH E-MAIL AT nabmpdelhi@gmail.com

The above RN Message may kindly be announced on all RN Timings from 3rd April to 6th April 2020. These issues with the approval of Addl. DG (NABM).

Copyto:
1. Sri BHIM PRAKASH SHARMA, ADP/ DP (Polocy), DG:AIR Delhi
2. Dr. RITURAJPUT, ADP/Station Director, AIR, Delhi
3. Sri Pramod Kumar, PEX (Co-ordination), AIR, Delhi